and discuss recent developments of category three. A comparison of these three methods will be presented, along with a discussion on the pros and cons of each approach.
Gating Method
Category one, or the 'gating' method, was first presented almost 20 years ago. 1 The gated signal was generated using gold markers implanted in the target, and the signal was used to control the linear accelerator systems in realtime. Later on, at the University of California-Davis, signals from a video camera were used to control a linear accelerator. 2 This system is currently being marketed as the RealTime Position Management (RPM) Respiratory Gating System by the Varian Corporation. Figure 1 shows the gating loop using an RPM system. A plastic box is placed on top of the patient's chest wall or abdomen. Two white dots on the localisation box reflect light, which is captured by an infrared camera. When the infrared camera captures the signal, a breathing pattern is generated. Typically, the breathing pattern will resemble a sinusoidal curve. A threshold can be applied to define a gating window on the respiratory signal. The gating can be based on phase or amplitude criteria, both of which have their respective problems.
Tracking versus Gating in the Treatment of Moving Targets
Organ motion, especially respiratory motion, introduces a technical challenge to image-guided radiation therapy/ intensity-modulated radiation therapy planning and delivery of radiation. 
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However, what is critical is to define a gating window for a period of time where the motion of the target is minimal. Typically, this is during the expiration part of the respiratory cycle. The gating signal is then used to turn the CT scanner beam on and off during the patient-imaging study. Once a treatment plan is developed, the same gating window is used to control the linear accelerator's beam on and off for the delivery of the treatment.
Another option is to gate the patient at a specific breathing phase. For example, a self-breath-holding (SBH) method was proposed by Onishi et al. 3, 4 In this method, a switch connected to the radiation console allows a patient to control the delivery of radiation. The patient is irradiated immediately following CT scanning to reduce the set-up error. The patient is trained in SBH. The patient finds an optimal position in a breathing cycle to start the irradiation. This method is easy to implement, is affordable, is controlled fully by the patient and was reported to be accurate. 4 Another proposed method was termed active breathing control (ABC). 5, 6 The patient's breathing is monitored continuously with an ABC apparatus. At a pre-set lung volume, during either inspiration or expiration, the airflow of the patient is temporarily blocked, thereby suppressing breathing motion. Radiation is turned on only during this period. This method is known for its simplicity of use and high precision. 5 However, an ABC device is needed for its implementation.
The deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) technique was used at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC). 7 
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(OBI) capable of acquiring cone beam CT data. The X-ray imaging system can track the implanted fiducial markers in the target and, through a feedback loop, instruct the linac where to deliver the radiation. Non-ionising tracking methods were also developed using a radiofrequency coil (RF) coil, 12 wireless electromagnetic transponder 13 or three-dimensional ultrasound. 14 To follow the tumour in realtime, Murphy 15 summarised four approaches:
• move the couch;
• move the beam;
• move the linear accelerator; or
• move the dynamic multileaf collimator (DMLC).
Since DMLC is available in most clinical centres, moving the DMLC to follow the tumour may be the most appropriate approach, although all methods should be equivalent when properly applied. Several research groups have investigated this matter and developed algorithms to optimally move the DMLC. [16] [17] [18] [19] Even though different techniques for localising and tracking the tumour have been developed, the implementation of this technique continues to be challenging. One major problem with localisation algorithms is whether the real target is being localised. Both internal and external features (such as markers or tumour shape) for localising the target may not be enough to represent the real target. 20, 21 Another major problem with following the tumour is time latency. Finally, sensitive tracking failure detection methods should be employed for any tracking technique to ensure proper radiation delivery.
Predicting Method
The feedback time latency problem of the tracking method could be overcome if there was a way to forecast the position of the target. This technique is called the predicting method. The main difference between tracking and predicting is that, for the latter, a model is needed to predict the location of the target. There are three basic steps for the predicting method: predicting, verifying and delivering.
The predicting model can be built using either the breathing curves of the patient or four-dimensional (4D) CT images to identify the target movement range.
Other filters for prediction have also been studied. 22 Other approaches such as using a sine or cosine function for predicting the breathing curves were also investigated. 23, 24 Low et al. 25 also hypothesised that the motion of lung and lung tumour tissues could be a function of degrees of freedom: the position of the tissues at a user-specified reference breathing phase, tidal volume and its temporal derivative airflow (tidal volume phase space) and where time is an implicit variable in the model.
No matter how accurate and precise the model is, when introducing it into 
Summary
In this review paper, we have summarised the methods for managing the respiratory motion as it relates to the delivery of radiation therapy.
Respiratory motion continues to be a challenging problem; however, 
